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BACKGROUND & SITUATION 

The 7.7-magnitude earthquake claimed the lives of over 300 people and leveled houses in the 

Awaran district of Balochistan on September 24. It was followed by another 7.2-magnitude 

earthquake on Saturday which added to the damages and losses. According to the Provincial 

Disaster Management Authority (PDMA) Balochistan, Distirct Awaran, Kech (Turbat), Kharan, 

Panjgur & Gwadar have been affected. In District Awaran, all its three Tehsils Mashkai, Awaran, 

and Jhaho and in District Kech Tehsil Hoshab are most affected.  

 
The biggest concern is of security and access. Yesterday the Frontier Constabulary (FC) convoy 

was targeted but fortunately the two rockets missed the target. Our teams report that since FC 

has strict movement rules and everyone needs to inform them of any movement, so carrying 

out simple assessment activities become challenging. Sporadic firing incidents are very common 

for locals but for organizations coming in for response, it is not easy and especially when there 

are extremely difficult accommodation and security options. Electricity load shedding and 

availability of clean drinking water is also one of the challenges being faced by our teams on 

ground. Major setups present are of FC but again they are being targeted over different 

occasions so there are not many options once in the field. 

All organizations have been advised by FC to not use their visibility material as some factions 

might consider their presence in an unfriendly manner for the area. PRCS personnel on ground 

are using their vehicles to travel but wearing caps and jackets are being avoided as a safety 

precaution. So far the teams on ground report no aversive response from the community. 

   

 

The 7.7-magnitude earthquake followed by another 7.2-magnitude earthquake, Awaran and 
Turbat districts of Balochistan Province are reporting increasing losses and damages. PDMA 
Balochistan is reporting 375 deaths and number of injured people have gone up to 825. PDMA 
has given estimation that overall 185000 people have been affected so far as a result of the first 
one. 
 
Two PRCS health teams are on ground and providing basic health and care services, first aid and 
free medicines to the affected population. So far 1171 people have benefitted from one Health 
team that served in district hospital and two MHUs running in Tehsil Awaran. After coordination 
with the DC, PRCS shall be responding in the village Labach of UC Awaran and village Teertej of 
UC Teertej both in Tehsil Awaran of District Awaran. 300 Non food item kits and basic emergency 
shelter items  out of 1000 have reached and ready for distribution, while the remaining from 
Quetta and shall reach Awaran later today.  
 

As an initial plan, PRCS is supporting 7000 EQ affected people with basic emergency shelter, 
food and essential non food items along with providing free health services. 
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SUMMARY OF LOSSES AND DAMAGES BALOCHISTAN  

 

Total Deaths: 375 and Injuries: 825  

Total Affected Population: 185,000 and Total Affected Families: 37,000 (Estimated figures by 

PDMA) 

PRCS Response Balochistan 

HEALTH: Health services provided to 1171 earthquake affected people. 

There are two PRCS health teams on ground at the moment. One PRCS health team, which was 

supporting Awaran district hospital, provided 885 people with free medical services. As per 

their agreement with the District Hospital, they supported them for one week and have 

reported back to PRCS Sindh PHQ in Karachi. The two teams which started MHU services on 

28th Sep from two villages Labach and Pirandar, next visisted Shagazai and Qasimijoe hamlets 

reaching out to a total of 286 earthquake 

affected people.  

Emergency Ward (27th Sep): 130 patients 

OPD: 755 (M 175, F 318 & children 262) 

MHU Labach: 70 patients (M 47, F 23) 

MHU Pirandar: 62 patients (M 44, F 18) 

MHU Shagazai: 81 patients (M 15, F 66) 

MHU Qasimijoe: 63 patients (M 23, F 40) 

The health team reports that cases are of 

malnutrition, diarrhea and injuries. 

RELIEF: 

PRCS 3 disaster response teams are in regular coordination with the local authorities and PRCS 

shall be targeting two villages in District Awaran:  

1. Village Labach,  Tehsil & UC Awaran 

2. Village Teertej, UC Teertej, Tehsil Awaran 

Affected 
Population 

Affected HH 

Turbat 25000 5000 

Awaran 160000 32000 
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Deaths Injuries 

Turbat 46 240 

Awaran 329 585 
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The teams after a review have identified 1000 vulnerable families (500 HH in each of the 

targeted village) there for provision of emergency shelter items and essential non food items 

kits initially.   

Stock for 300 families has reached Awaran and is currently stored inside trucks which are 

parked inside the FC compound (the only place allowed to keep loaded trucks in Awaran). The 

teams will carry out distribution today as stock for 500 more families will reach as well. The 

stock for 200 families’ left has been dispatched from Quetta in late evening and is expected to 

reach later today.  

As part of the first phase, PRCS is planning to support 7000 EQ affected people with emergency 

shelter, food rations and essential non food items along with providing free health services. The 

stocks have been mobilized from Quetta and are being distributed today.  

 

Based on situation on ground and experience of these distributions, PRCS shall be looking to 

extend humanitarian support to more people in need. In this regard, International Federation 

of The Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) is supporting PRCS to respond by making 

available its Disaster Response Emergency Fund (DREF) so that the urgent needs of the 

earthquake affected people can be fulfilled. 

 

As per PRCS Branch and PDMA Balochistan sources, the most vital needs are of shelter, food, 

health care services and essential non food items. 

 

DONATIONS 

Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Mr. Sun Weidong on Monday donated a cheque of US $ 

100,000 on behalf of China Red Cross to Pakistan Red Crescent Society (PRCS) for the 

Balochistan Earthquake victims. The ambassador also hander over a cheque of PKR 1.2 million 

donated by the Chinese Embassy staff members for the Balochistan Earthquake victims. 

To read the full report, follow this link: http://prcs.org.pk/prcs/?p=580 
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FOR YOUR DONATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS PLEASE VISIT: www.prcs.org.pk 

 

FOR REGULAR UPDATES PLEASE JOIN PRCS ON: 

 Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/PakistanRedCrescent 

 Twitter      PRCS_official 
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